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Abstract. Data from volcano-monitoring studies constitute
theonly scientifically valid basis forshort-termforecasts of
a future eruption, or of possible changes during an ongoing
eruption. Thus, in any effective hazards-mitigation program,
a basic strategy in reducing volcano risk is the initiation or
augmentation of volcano monitoring at historically active
volcanoes and also at geologically young, but presently dor-
mant, volcanoes with potential for reactivation. Beginning
with the 1980s, substantial progress in volcano-monitoring
techniques and networks – ground-based as well space-based
– has been achieved. Although some geochemical monitor-
ing techniques (e.g., remote measurement of volcanic gas
emissions) are being increasingly applied and show consid-
erable promise, seismic and geodetic methods to date remain
the techniques of choice and are the most widely used. Avail-
ability of comprehensive volcano-monitoring data was a de-
cisive factor in the successful scientific and governmental
responses to the reawakening of Mount St. Helens (Wash-
ington, USA) in 1980 and, more recently, to the powerful
explosive eruptions at Mount Pinatubo (Luzon, Philippines)
in 1991. However, even with the ever-improving state-of-
the-art in volcano monitoring and predictive capability, the
Mount St. Helens and Pinatubo case histories unfortunately
still represent the exceptions, rather than the rule, in success-
fully forecasting the most likely outcome of volcano unrest.

1 Introduction

Since the 17th century, volcanic disasters have killed more
than 300 000 people and caused property damage and eco-
nomic loss in excess of many hundreds of millions dollars
(Tilling, 1989a, 2005). The risk to humankind posed by vol-
cano hazards – those affecting people on the ground as well
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as those from encounters between aircraft and drifting vol-
canic clouds from energetic explosive eruptions – will inex-
orably increase because: 1) the number of volcanoes active
per year in the world varies little, ranging between 50 and
70 on average (Simkin and Siebert, 1994); 2) global popula-
tion continues to grow exponentially in the 21st century; and
3) air traffic (passenger and cargo) worldwide is increasing
sharply (Fig. 1). Fortunately however, with the emergence of
modern volcanology in the 20th century, the risk from vol-
canic hazards can be anticipated, assessed, and mitigated by
scientific studies and timely governmental actions.

This paper derives from a keynote presentation given at the
Second Alexander von Humboldt Conference in Lima, Perú,
in March 2007 (Tilling, 2007a). An exhaustive treatment
of volcano monitoring is beyond the scope of this brief pa-
per, which instead provides an overview of the rationale and
the critical need for monitoring potentially hazardous volca-
noes. For a detailed, comprehensive technical understand-
ing of volcano-monitoring studies and their applications, the
interested reader is referred to recent summary papers and
references cited therein (e.g., Tilling, 1995; Scarpa and Till-
ing, 1996; McNutt, 2000a, b; Chouet, 2004; Dzurisin, 2006;
Chouet, 20071).

2 Volcano monitoring and risk reduction

Available data for historical eruptions clearly indicate that
they are almost always preceded and accompanied by “vol-
canic unrest,” as manifested by physical and (or) chemical
changes in the state of the volcano and (or) its associated hy-
drothermal system. Such precursory phenomena (e.g., seis-
mic, geodetic, gravity, magnetic, geoelectrical, gas emis-
sion), which provide early warning of possible impending
eruption and attendant volcano-related hazards, are readily

1Chouet, B.:Nonlinear processes in volcanoes, Encyclopedia of
Complexity and System Science, submitted August 2007.
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Fig. 1. Schematic showing that, while the number of volcanoes active per year (bracketed by 

pink band) varies only slightly on average worldwide [50 – 70 according to Simkin and 

Siebert (1994)], the risk from volcano hazards grows inexorably because of continuing 

growth in world population and sharply increasing air traffic. (From Tilling, 2003, Fig. 1). 
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Fig. 1. Schematic showing that, while the number of volcanoes
active per year (bracketed by pink band) varies only slightly on av-
erage worldwide (50–70 according to Simkin and Siebert (1994)),
the risk from volcano hazards grows inexorably because of contin-
uing growth in world population and sharply increasing air traffic
(from Tilling, 2003, Fig. 1).

detectable byvolcano monitoring– the systematic collection,
analysis, and interpretation of visual observations and instru-
mental measurements at volcanoes before, during, and after
eruptive activity.

2.1 Why volcano monitoring?

From a purely scientific perspective, volcano monitoring
generates the primary data needed by volcanologists and
other researchers to investigate and deduce the dynamics of
active volcanic systems and associated eruptive and geother-
mal processes. However, in addition to satisfying scientific
curiosity and advancing volcanology, volcano-monitoring
studies also play a direct and societally relevant role in re-
ducing volcano risk. Geologic mapping and other geoscience
investigations are prerequisites to establish the past behavior
of a volcano, particularly its eruptive style (explosive, non-
explosive, continuous, episodic, etc.) and the ages, areal dis-
tribution, and volumes of deposits from previous eruptions.
Such studies provide the data forlong-termforecasts (cen-
turies to decades) of possible future activity and preparation
of hazards assessments and hazards-zonation maps. In con-
trast, volcano-monitoring data document the present-day be-
havior of a volcano, which, when combined with knowledge
of past eruptive behavior, allows anticipation of the volcano’s
possible future behavior. Especially important for risk reduc-
tion, data from volcano monitoring constitute the only sci-
entific basis forshort-termforecasts (years to days) of a fu-
ture eruption, or of possible changes during an ongoing erup-
tion. Hazards assessments, volcano monitoring, and effective
communications among scientists, civil authorities, and the
general public comprise the core elements of any successful
program to reduce risk from volcano hazards (Fig. 2).
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Fig. 2. Diagram of the essential elements of an effective program to
reduce volcano risk. Hazards assessments, hazards-zonation maps,
and volcano-monitoring studies constitute important components in
the process beginning with basic studies of volcanoes. The apex
is separated from the rest of the triangle to emphasize that scien-
tists, while providing the best possible scientific information and
advice, do not have knowledge of other key factors (e.g., socio-
economic, cultural, political) and authority to make decisions re-
garding land-use planning, disaster preparedness and warning, con-
tingency plans, and other mitigative measures, including possible
evacuation (modified from Tilling, 1989b, Fig. 1.3).

2.2 Importance of pre-eruptionbaselinemonitoring data

When a volcano – especially one that heretofore has been
quiescent or typically only weakly active – begins to exhibit
noticeable or heightened unrest, civil authorities and local
inhabitants, quite rightly, have reason to become concerned
about the possibility of renewed or increased activity and as-
sociated hazards. If this unrest persists and escalates, the
paramount question for scientists and public officials in deal-
ing with the developing volcanic crisis is: What is the most
likely outcome of the escalating unrest? (Fig. 3a). Of course,
it is impossible even to attempt to answer this question scien-
tifically without information from volcano-monitoring data.
But even with monitoring data, the outcomes of volcanic un-
rest still can be highly variable (Fig. 3b) because of several
complicating factors: 1) the character and duration of the
unrest can be highly irregular with no definitive pattern; 2)
the overall build-up, though irregular, suggests that renewed
eruption or stronger-than-normal activity could be possible,
perhaps even imminent; and 3) scientists cannot guarantee
that eruption willNOT occur. In any case, the public offi-
cials are faced with a rapidly approaching and narrow “de-
cision window” whether or not to take action to manage the
volcanic crisis.

Ideally, volcano monitoring of active and potentially ac-
tive volcanoes should be conducted on a real-time or near-
real-time basis. Also, it is important to acquire pre-eruption
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Fig. 3. (a) The “decision window” confronting public officials after the onset of a volcanic crisis; 

in general, the most likely outcome of escalating volcano unrest is unknown (see text).  

(Base diagram courtesy of C. Dan Miller, USGS). 

 

Fig. 3a. The “decision window” confronting public officials after
the onset of a volcanic crisis; in general, the most likely outcome
of escalating volcano unrest is unknown (see text) (base diagram
courtesy of C. Dan Miller, USGS).

monitoring data for a given volcano, to determine its typical
range of seasonal or other transient departures from its nor-
mal or “baseline” behavior. In general, the longer the time
span of thebaselinemonitoring data, the more diagnostic
and useful are the data in making robust, reliable short-term
forecasts. A good example of long-term baseline monitoring
data is represented by ground-deformation measurements for
the summit of Kilauea Volcano, Hawaii, (Fig. 4). Volcano-
monitoring studies are most conveniently and efficiently con-
ducted by scientists at permanent academic or government
facilities or institutions (e.g., “volcano observatories”).

However, if economic and scientific resources preclude
the operation of a permanent volcano observatory, the rapid
dispatch of a “mobile volcano observatory” (Murray et al.,
1996) and scientific team to respond to a volcanic crisis has
proven to be successful, such as to the 1991 eruption of
Mount Pinatubo, Philippines (see below).

With about 550 volcanoes in the world – mostly in the
developing regions – that have erupted historically one or
more times, clearly there are not enough volcano observa-
tories, scientists, and equipment to adequately monitor them
all. While this situation is especially dire for the developing
countries, it also poses a problem for developed countries.
Thus, to best utilize the available resources, it is necessary to
make a comprehensive evaluation of the threat posed by each
volcano, its current level of ground-based volcano monitor-
ing (if any), populations at risk from potential hazards, and
other factors to establish priorities in acquiring or improv-
ing baseline monitoring data. Recently, the U.S. Geologi-
cal Survey has undertaken such an assessment of volcanic
threat and monitoring capabilities in the United States, to em-
phasize the need to develop “. . . a proactive, fully integrated,
national-scale monitoring effort that ensures the most threat-
ening volcanoes in the United States are properly monitored
in advance of the onset of unrest(italics added) and at levels
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Fig. 3. (b) Some examples of the actual outcomes of heightened volcano unrest at selected 

volcanoes (see text for discussion). 
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Fig. 3b. Some examples of the actual outcomes of heightened vol-
cano unrest at selected volcanoes (see text for discussion).

commensurate with the threats posed.” (Ewert et al., 2005,
p. 3).

2.3 Selected examples of volcano-monitoring data and out-
comes of volcano unrest

As schematically illustrated in Fig. 3b, several recent
episodes of volcano unrest have resulted in quite differ-
ent outcomes, some of which are discussed herein. For
the reawakening and eruption of Mount St. Helens Vol-
cano, Washington, in 1980, after a 123-year period of qui-
escence, systematic pre-eruption volcano-monitoring studies
contributed materially to successful risk-reduction measures
taken by State and Federal governmental officials prior to its
climactic eruption on 18 May 1980, which caused the worst
volcanic disaster in the history of the United States. In this
case, the well-monitored volcano unrest only lasted for a few
months before culminating in a major eruption on the 18 May
(see Lipman and Mullineaux (1981) for a detailed summary).

Similarly, the 1991 eruption of Mount Pinatubo (Luzon,
Philippines) represents another example of simple and rel-
atively short progression from precursory activity to full-
blown eruption (Newhall and Punongbayan, 1996). Reclassi-
fied from an “inactive” to “active” volcano in 1987 (based on
a single carbon-14 date), Pinatubo began to exhibit increased
fumarolic activity in early March of 1991, followed by felt
precursory earthquakes a few weeks later and then phreatic
explosions beginning on 2 April. However, adequate vol-
cano monitoring of the rapidly escalating unrest at Pinatubo
(previously little studied) did not commence until late April,
when a team of scientists from the U.S. Geological Survey
(USGS) – under the auspices of the Volcano Disaster As-
sistance Program (Ewert et al., 1997) – joined colleagues
of the Philippine Institute of Volcanology and Seismology
(PHIVOLCS) to hurriedly establish a “mobile volcano obser-
vatory” (Murray et al., 1996) and prepare a hazards-zonation
map, under difficult and stressful conditions of an escalating
volcanic crisis (Fig. 5).
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Fig. 4. Example of long-term “baseline” monitoring data:  Variations in ground deformation at 

the summit of Kilauea Volcano, Hawaii, for the period 1956-1999, as recorded by a 

continuously recording tiltmeter maintained by the Hawaiian Volcano Observatory of the 

Fig. 4. Example of long-term “baseline” monitoring data: Variations in ground deformation at the summit of Kilauea Volcano, Hawaii, for the
period 1956–1999, as recorded by a continuously recording tiltmeter maintained by the Hawaiian Volcano Observatory of the U.S. Geological
Survey. Note that each eruption or intrusion event is preceded by gradual inflation and terminated by abrupt deflation; in general, the larger
the event, the greater the change in tilt (modified/updated from Tilling et al., 1987).
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Fig. 5. Sketch of the volcanic-hazards map for Mount Pinatubo,
Philippines; locations of seismometers are shown by solid cir-
cles. The installation of the seismic network and preparation of
the hazards map had to be accomplished very quickly because of
the rapidly evolving volcanic crisis (sketch from Christopher G.
Newhall, USGS).

Systematic monitoring of seismicity and emission of sul-
fur dioxide (SO2) became operational by early May (Fig. 6).
The emission of SO2 increased through most of May but
then began to decline sharply after 28 May, interpreted by

the PHILVOLCS-USGS scientific team to indicate the rise
of magma high into the conduit, ultimately resulting in the
emergence of a lava dome observed on 7 June (Fig. 6a). A
few days before the dome extrusion, the total seismic en-
ergy release also exhibited a notable increase beginning on
1 June (Fig. 6b). The foci of seismic events during the period
6 May to 12 June revealed a significant migration, shifting
from a diffuse cluster located about 5 km NNW beneath the
steaming vents to a tighter concentration located directly be-
neath these vents in the summit area (see Harlow et al., 1996.
Figs. 4, 7, and 9). Moreover, long-period (LP) seismicity and
seismic-energy release, further increased preceding the onset
of plinian eruptions on 12 June (White, 1996; Harlow et al.,
1996).

Collectively, the quickly collected volcano-monitoring
data, combined with visual observations of the initiation
and increased frequency of eruption columns with heights
>15 km beginning on 12 June, were pivotal in convinc-
ing the scientists to recommend to the Commandant of the
U.S. Clark Air Base and the mayors of Philippines popula-
tion centers to order major evacuations. Three days later, the
Pinatubo’s climactic eruption occurred on 15 June – the most
voluminous eruption in the world since the 1912 eruption of
Novarupta (Alaska, USA). The timely evacuation of people
and expensive but moveable property (e.g., aircraft, vehicles,
equipment, computers, household belongings) by military
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Fig. 6. (a) Gas monitoring of the output of sulfur dioxide at
Mount Pinatubo as the volcano built to major magmatic erup-
tion (data source: Daag et al., 1996).(b) Seismic monitoring
at Mount Pinatubo by a 7-station network. Total seismic energy
release, expressed as RSAM units (Real-timeSeismicAmplitude
Measurement), began to increase sharply as magma ascended high
into the conduit (data source: Harlow et al., 1996).

and civilian officials – prompted by the forecast and recom-
mendations made by PHIVOLCS-USGS scientists based on
monitoring data – saved many thousands of lives and hun-
dreds of millions of dollars in economic loss (Ewert et al.,
1997).

The 1980 Mount St. Helens and the 1991 Pinatubo case
histories arguably represent the simplest scenario of pos-
sible outcomes of volcano unrest: pre-eruption unrest of
short duration (only several months) culminating in erup-
tion. However, most other recent episodes of unrest in-
volve complex or uncertain outcomes (Fig. 3b). For exam-
ple, the well-monitored 1983–1985 volcanic crisis at Rabaul
Caldera (Papua New Guinea), involving intense seismicity
and>1 m of uplift (McKee et al., 1985; Mori and McKee,
1987; Mori et al., 1989), prompted government officials to is-
sue a “Stage-2 Alert” (Fig. 7), stating that eruption could oc-
cur within weeks. But the forecasted eruption failed to occur,
and the seismicity subsided abruptly (Fig. 7) and returned
to a normal level for about the next ten years. Predictably,
the general public viewed this unexpected and abrupt cessa-
tion of the 1983–1985 volcano unrest as a “false alarm,” and
both the scientists and officials lost credibility. However, the
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Fig. 7. Seismic monitoring for Rabaul Caldera, Papua New Guinea,
1972–1986; the number of earthquakes increased dramatically dur-
ing the 1983–1985 volcanic crisis but did not culminate in eruption
(see text) (modified from McKee et al., 1985).

Rabaul case history ultimately had a positive outcome influ-
enced by the 1983–1985 crisis, which greatly enhanced offi-
cial and public awareness of potential volcano hazards. On
19 September 1994, following only 27 h of precursory seis-
micity, Rabaul erupted suddenly (Blong and McKee, 1995).
Yet, even though the eruption was highly destructive, devas-
tating nearly all of Rabaul city, only 5 people were killed, be-
cause the local inhabitants had not forgotten the lessons (e.g.,
public education about volcano hazards, exercises of contin-
gency plans, practice evacuations) learned a decade earlier.

Also during the period 1983–1984, Campi Flegrei Caldera
(near Naples, Italy) underwent strong volcano unrest, ex-
pressed by increased seismicity and substantial ground uplift.
Similar to the case for Rabaul Caldera, the escalating unrest
peaked in 1985 and then began to subside gradually during
the ensuing years (Fig. 8a), suggesting an outcome whereby
the restless volcano returns to sleep (Fig. 3b). However,
a recent study by Troise et al. (2007) shows that the post-
1985 trend of gradual ground subsidence reversed in October
2005, since which time Campi Flegrei has been exhibiting re-
newed uplift of a few centimeters (Fig. 8b). Historical obser-
vations (of Serapeo Market, Pozzuoli) and modern volcano-
monitoring data for Campi Flegrei demonstrate measurable
– at times large-scale – deformation of the caldera on a time
scale varying from centuries to years (Fig. 8b). Yet, over
the past 2000-plus years, only one episode of volcano unrest
at Campi Flegrei culminated in eruption, namely at Monte
Nuovo in 1538 (De Vito et al., 1987).

In recent decades, volcano unrest at two other caldera sys-
tems in the western United States – Long Valley Caldera
(California) and Yellowstone Caldera (Wyoming-Montana)
– also have been closely tracked by ground-based as well
as space-based volcano-monitoring techniques (see, for ex-
ample, Battagalia et al., 2003; Hill, 2006; Waite and Smith,

www.adv-geosci.net/14/3/2008/ Adv. Geosci., 14, 3–11, 2008
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Fig. 8. (a)  Volcano unrest at Campi Flegrei Caldera, Italy, during the period 1983-1985, as 

expressed by seismicity and ground uplift.  This unrest peaked by 1985, followed by 

gradual subsidence through 2000, suggesting that the volcano was returning to sleep.  

(Data sources:  Berrino and others, 1984; De Natale and others, 2001; Osservatorio 

Vesuviano, 2007). 

 

Fig. 8a. Volcano unrest at Campi Flegrei Caldera, Italy, during
the period 1983–1985, as expressed by seismicity and ground up-
lift. This unrest peaked by 1985, followed by gradual subsidence
through 2000, suggesting that the volcano was returning to sleep
(data sources: Berrino et al., 1984; De Natale et al., 2001; Osserva-
torio Vesuviano, 2007).
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Fig. 8. (b)  Vertical displacements measured at Campi Flegrei Caldera at time scales varying 

from centuries to years (see text for discussion).  Precise-levelling and GPS monitoring 
Fig. 8b. Vertical displacements measured at Campi Flegrei Caldera
at time scales varying from centuries to years (see text for discus-
sion). Precise-levelling and GPS monitoring data indicate a reversal
of the post-1985 subsidence trend in October 2005 and the begin-
ning of another trend of gradual ground uplift (data source: Troise
et al., 2007).

2002; Wicks et al., 2006). Figure 9 is anIn terferometric
SyntheticApertureRadar (InSAR) image illustrating the up-
lift at Yellowstone Caldera during the period 1996–2000.
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Fig. 9. An example the increasing use of monitoring of “space
geodesy” techniques: ground deformation monitored by InSAR at
Yellowstone Caldera, Wyoming-Montana, for uplift during the pe-
riod 1996–2000. Each full spectrum of color fringes (from pur-
ple to red) represents∼28 mm. White dots and circles show seis-
micity during the same time period, yellow triangles are selected
continuous GPS monuments, and the dotted black line delimits the
caldera boundary (InSAR interferogram courtesy of Charles Wicks,
USGS).

While the level and intensity of unrest (uplift and subsidence)
at both these calderas have waxed and waned during the mon-
itoring interval, the data collected to date do not hint of pos-
sible eruptive activity any time soon.

2.4 The need for refined eruption forecasts

The case histories for Rabaul, Campi Flegrei, Yellowstone
and Long Valley caldera systems, as well as many (most?)
other monitored volcanoes in the world, represent serious
challenges for volcanologists in anticipating (1) the most
likely outcome of the onset of unrest at long-quiescent volca-
noes or (2) the eventual possible culmination in eruption of
long-duration, low- to moderate-level ongoing unrest. As ev-
idenced by the scenarios in Figure 3b and the preceding dis-
cussion, however, precise forecasts of eruption, tightly brack-
eted in time, still elude volcanologists, even with adequate
volcano monitoring. This inability of scientists not being
able to give a definitive answer to the question whether es-
calating unrest will culminate has unfortunate consequences.
Obviously, the making of an unfulfilled forecast (e.g., as for
Rabaul in the 1980s) results in criticism of a “false alarm”
and loss of credibility of scientists and officials alike. How-
ever, if progress is to be made in the reduction of volcano
risk, scientists have a societal obligation to make the best-
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possible forecast they can within the constraints of available
knowledge. By the same token, emergency-management of-
ficials and the general public must be prepared to accept the
consequences and socio-economic costs of occasional, un-
avoidable “false alarms.” Perhaps Banks et al. (1989, p. 78)
were foreseeing the Rabaul case history when they wrote:
“. . . False alarms themselves can provide, through objective
assessment of the scientific and public response to a volcanic
crisis that ended without eruption,valuable lessons useful. . .
for the next crisis, which could culminate in an eruption
(italics added).” In any case, what is critical is that long-
term acquisition of monitoring data will expand the databases
needed for analyzing and interpreting any future changes in
the state of volcano that depart significantly from the vari-
ation in baselinebehavior. Equally important, however, it
is also imperative to develop more robust techniques for the
collection and analysis of monitoring data, ideally in real- or
near-real time.

In recent decades, substantial advances have been made
in volcano-monitoring systems – ground- and spaced-based
– and in the acquisition, processing, and interpretation of
all types of monitoring data, geochemical and geophysical.
Particularly promising are recent quantitative studies in vol-
cano seismology utilizing arrays of broadband instruments.
For example, real-time monitoring and analysis ofVery-
Long-Period (VLP) signals of seismic sources at Strom-
boli Volcano are currently being conducted by the Osser-
vatorio Vesuviano (e.g., Auger et al., 2006). From experi-
ence worldwide, nearly all eruptions are preceded and ac-
companied by VLP andLong-Period (LP) seismicity. Other
specific examples include the quantitative analysis and in-
terpretation of VLP and LP seismic signatures to decipher
the magmatic-hydrothermal interactions operative at Kilauea
Volcano (Chouet, 2007) and at Mount St. Helens Volcano
(Waite et al., 2007). Such studies, combined with data from
other monitoring techniques (e.g., geochemical, geodetic,
remote sensing) yield a more diagnostic understanding of
the interplay between magmatic and associated hydrother-
mal processes than drive volcanic systems. Worldwide ex-
perience also indicates that the optimum volcano-monitoring
approach is one that employs a combination of techniques
rather than reliance on any single one. An improved un-
derstanding of volcano dynamics makes possible more re-
liable and precise eruption forecasts, which in turn should
furnish volcanologists possible criteria and tools in determin-
ing which of the various paths shown in Fig. 3b is the most
likely outcome of evolving unrest. Most volcanologists are
convinced that, if a volcano is monitored extensively in real-
or near-real time by well-deployed instrumental networks, it
should be possible to make much better forecasts of the out-
comes of volcano unrest.

3 Concluding remarks

In this brief paper, I have emphasized the critical importance
of volcano monitoring in reducing the risk posed by vol-
cano hazards, for the simple and basic reason that volcano-
monitoring data provide theonly scientifically valid basis
for making short-term eruption forecasts. Reliable and pre-
cise forecasts allow civil authorities to prepare contingency
plans, to issue early warnings, and to take timely decisions
and mitigative countermeasures, including evacuation if nec-
essary, to protect the populations at risk. In practical terms,
when a volcanic crisis develops and governmental authorities
must take action, the availability of volcano-monitoring data
– especially if long term and comprehensive – effectively ex-
pands the timeframe of the “decision window” (Fig. 3) pub-
lic officials face. Having the widest possible “decision win-
dow,” officials in turn can make better-informed warnings
and decisions to provide greater public safety. With more
hazardous volcanoes being monitored in real time, improve-
ments in volcano-monitoring methodologies and technolo-
gies, and quantitative data analysis and interpretation, the
prospects are excellent for volcano monitoring to be increas-
ingly effective in reducing the risks from volcano hazards.

However, some words of caution are necessary in con-
clusion. Volcano-monitoring data alone – no matter how
complete, timely, and correctly interpreted – cannot auto-
matically guarantee successful outcomes of future volcanic
crises, because risk reduction is predominantly influenced by
governmental actions and factors other than scientific (e.g.,
political, socio-economic, cultural). What is beyond dis-
pute, however, is that, without adequate monitoring data,
there simply is not even the opportunity to try to avert a vol-
canic catastrophe. A tragic reminder of this sobering reality
is the 1982 eruption of El Chichón Volcano (Chiapas State,
Mexico), which killed more than 2000 people and caused
the worst volcanic disaster in Mexico’s recorded history. Be-
fore 1982, there were very few basic studies of this volcano
and no volcano-monitoring studies of its precursory activity.
Thus, the eruption came as a deadly surprise to scientists and
officials (Tilling, 2007b). Compared to the potentially very
high socio-economic losses from a volcanic catastrophe, the
scientific and monetary resources to conduct adequate vol-
cano monitoring at high-risk volcanoes in populated regions
are modest by comparison. The paramount challenge for vol-
canologists as well as emergency-management officials is to
prevent a volcanic crisis from turning into a volcanic disaster.
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